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SUMMARY

jg[InspectiononMarch 19-23, 1984

Areas Inspe::ted

This routine, unannounced inspection involved 86 inspector-hours on site in the
areas of respiratory protection program, NUREG-0737 items, steam generator
replacement training, temporary shielding, general employee training, disposal of>

'' license material, and posting, labeling and control.

Results

Of the seven areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified in five
areas; three apparent violations were found in two areas (paragraphs 9 and 11).
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*R. E. Morgan, General Manager
*B. G. Rieck,. Manager Control and Administration
*S. Crocker, Manager Environmental and Radiation Control
*R. Wallace, On-Site Nuclear Safety
*F. M. Gilman, Regulatory Compliance-
*J. Sturdavant, Regulatory Compliance
*H. J. Young, Director QA/QC
*B. Meyer, Radiation Control Supervisor
*P. Harding, Radiation Control Specialist
*B. H. Webster, Manager Radiation Control and Chemistry Support
*R. S. Denney, Radiation Control Supervisor
*C. A. Bethea, Director, Training

Other licensee employees contacted included four technicians, two operators,
and one mechanic.

Other Organizations

*G. Leonard, IRM

NRC Resident Inspector

*S. Weise, Senior Resident Inspector
*P. R. Bemis, Chief, Project Section IC, Region II

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on March 23', 1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspector discussed the
violations of 10 CFR 20.103(c)(2),10 CFR 20.203(b) and (f)(1) with licensee
management personnel who acknowledged the violations. The unresolved item
concerning posting of the Radiation Control area was also discussed.

Licensee management also committed to locating the containment high range
radiation monitor electronic calibration data in order to satisfy the
unresolved item in paragraph 5.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matter

Not inspected.
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4. Unresolved Items

;- Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to.-

'

determine whether they are acceptable . or may . involve violations 1or devia-
tions. ;New unresolved items . identified during this inspection are discussed
in paragraphs 5 and 11.

5. 'NUREG-0737 (TMI - Action Items),

Item III.D.3.3, Improved'Inplant Iodine _ Instrumentation Under Accident -a.
: ; Conditions -

The inspector reviewed administrative procedures PEP-253, Collection of
.

Radioactive Samples, HPP-105, Grab Air Sampling,- PEP-254, Analysis and
: Storage of Radioactive . Samples, EMP-012, Gaseous Effluent Account-

ability, and TI-103, Training Instructions, and concluded that these--

procedures and associated training records appeared to be adequate.
The inspector- also reviewed the types of equipment and associated -

| training for accurately determining the airborne concentrations _ in
areas within the facility where plant personnel may be present during
an accident. The . inspector concluded from his . review that the-

;. -licensee's program met the criteria of NUREG-0737, ' Item III, D.3.3. '

F This item is considered closed.
T

'

b. Item II.F.1.3, In-Containment High Range Monitor

|- The inspector discussed ' calibration of the in-containment high range
radiation monitor with licensee personnel. The initial electronic:

calibration was apparently performed using the vendor technical manual.s

The technical manual' describes an electronic calibration for ranges up
i to 10' R/hr. The full range of the monitors is 102 to ' 10' R/hr.
i NUREG-0737 specifies that the electronic calibration cover all decades
| above 101 The initial source and electronic-calibration data for this
, monitor is part of the modification package and there was insufficient
' time to locate this data during the inspection. The inspector'

requested that the information be located prior to the next inspection.'

'
The inspector stated that until calibration data is _ located which
verifies that the source calibration and the ranges are adequately '-

electronically calibrated, ,this item will be unresolved (50-261/84-
'10-01). The calibration of the monitor requires removal of the'

,

| detector from containment. After calibration, the licensee returns the
( -detector to containment and activates a electronic check source to

check the detector and its circuitry. This electronic check does not,

i check the detector's ability - to detect radiation. The inspector
reviewed Itcensee and NRR correspondence where NRR determined the

; electronic check source to be acceptable for the after installation-

i check of the detector and meter circuits. Licensee management
personnel stated that they .are revising their check source procedure

,

to require the in-containment monitor to be checked with a radiation
source.

.

_
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6. Steam Generator Replacement. Training
4

The inspector reviewed the licensee's training program against the criteria-

of,10 CFR 19.12 and the commitments in accordance with the steam _ generator
replacement project report. The review of the licensee's trainingLrequire-

!ments showed that approximately 95 percent of the required training lesson
. plans were complete. A licensee representative stated that the remaining
5 percent will be completed after the contractors arrive on-site. Addition-'

-ally, the licensee has trained approximately. 2500 personnel in selected
areas. . However, 'all training at this. time has not been completed because.,

t all contractor personnel have not arrived on site. The inspector had no
further questions.

i.

7. Installation of Temporary Shielding

j The. inspector reviewed Temporary Shielding Procedure, ERC-003, to ascertain
that the licensee had a program to conduct _an evaluation of installing lead

i shielding on safety related systems as required by 10 CFR 50.59 during the
steam generator replacement project (SGRP).

The inspector was informed by licensee personnel that the steam generator'

shielding had been received. However, balance of plant shielding had not
arrived. The Itcensee expected this additional shielding to arrive on site
the week of March 26, 1984. The inspector had no further questions.

j' 8. General Employee Training (GET)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's General Employee Training -(GET),
; Level I site specific training by participating in the training session.
: On March 20, 1983, the inspector observed, while taking GET Level I. training,

onsite specifics, that the instructor made several errors in quoting radiation
exposure limits as set forth in 10 CFR 20.101. The inspector corrected the-

' -instructor upon making these errors and later informed licensee management
of. the apparent problem which had occurred. The licensee provided the'

. inspector with a copy of the instructor's resume and both the licensee and
the inspector concluded that the individual did not have an - adequate back-

'

ground in health physics to be teaching the session. Upon this conclusion
the licensee removed this individual from instructing further GET Level I
training classes and informed the inspector that a qualified person would
conduct future GET Level I training classes. The inspector concluded that
the licensee's prompt- corrective actions were adequate and since the
' individual was not teaching Radiation Protection Training required by 10 CFR
19.12, this item would not be a violation. However, the inspector informed
the licensee that this would be considered an inspector follow-up item. The
inspector had no further questions (50-261/84-10-02).

+
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; 9. . Respira' tory Protection Training Program
.

The i_nspector reviewed the~ licensee'.s respiratory protection program to <

evaluate a problem that had been brought to the NRC's attention by the
. licensee during the week of March 12, 1983. The apparent' problem appeared
to be that individuals wearing respiratory equipment were not qualified in-

accordance with the licensee's respi ratory - protection - 3 program. _ The
inspector selectively reviewed approximately fifteen individual examinations

.that had been regraded by the licensee and concluded that-these individual.

test scores were below the 75% acceptance criteria for being qualified to
; wear respiratory protection equipment. The inspector also had a. licensee

representative review the same fifteen individual examinations. This
licensee representative reached the scme conclusion about the tests as_ the-

inspector. The inspector informed licensee management that this . item
,

appeared to be a violation of 10 CFR 20.103(c)(2) which requires certaini
,

F conditions be met before a licensee takes credit for protection factors when !
I using _ respiratory protection equipment. One condition is that the licensee

_

!. maintain and implement a respiratory protection program that includes i

written procedures regarding training of personnel. Health Physics Proce--
dure (HPP-102), Respirator Fit Testing, Section 5.2.2 requires that
personnel attend a respiratory training class and pass a written test prior' ~

to wearing a respirator (50-261/84-10-03).-

The inspector informed the licensee that even though this apparent violation
was licensee identified, a licensee must meet all conditions specified in
10 CFR 2, Appendix C, in order to avoid being issued a Notice of Violation.
Therefore, as required by 10 CFR 2, Appendix C, the licensee failed to take '

adequate corrective action on a similar issue in the fall of 1983, which was
brought to the licensee's attention by their own personnel. If the licensee

,

had taken prompt corrective action at that time, no ' Notice of Violation
would have been issued. However, it appears that because the licensee
failed to take adequate corrective action in the fall of 1983, the violation
continued until March 1984. The inspector had no further comments. ''

10. Disposal of Licensed Material -

On March 20, 1984,. the inspector noted a contaminated area outside the
Auxiliary Building near the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST). In
questioning licensee personnel, it was concluded that the area became
contaminated because of an overflow or spill within the Auxiliary Building
which flowed outside onto the ground near the RWST. The inspector observed
that the _ radioactive liquid would apparently flow into a nearby yard drain !

which empties into two settling ponds on site within the controlled access
area. Licensee personnel informed the inspector - that both ponds were
equipped with radiation monitors and automatic compositing water samplers
at each ponds discharge. However, licensee personnel informed the inspector ;

that these radiation monitors were inoperable and apparently had never been

.
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operable 1since their ' initial installation. The Manager, Environmental and
-Radiation Contro1: stated that to ,the best of his knowledge these monitors
had 'never been needed .for pond overflow. The inspector stated that these,

: radiation monitors ~ should be made operable if the licensee ~ intends to use
.them. (Licensee management acknowledged the inspectors concerns.

;

; On March 21, '1984, the 1 inspector reviewed a letter dated January 17, 1983,
from ithe licensee to the Director of Nuclear : Reactor Regulation (NRR)
requesting approval to dispose of licensed radioactive material .from the
.two settling ponds within the licensee's restricted area. Attached to the
letter was a Safety Analysis Report-performed by the licensee describing3

the transfer _and disposal .of. the licensed radioactive material. Within_the
Safety Analysis Report.(SAR), the licensee stated that these settling ponds

'

were equipped with radiation monitors at the discharge of each pond. This
4 . . statement leads one to believe that the radiation monitors were installed ,

Land operable. A second request to NRR for disposal of licensed radioactive,

material dated March 1984, stated that the -same' two settling ponds were'

equipped with radiation monitors as described-in -their SAR. The inspector
brought this issue immediately to licensee management's attention because
of an apparent false statement described 'in their letter to NRR requesting
approval for disposal of radioactive material. After discussions with NRR, '

the installation and operability of the radiation monitors would not have
affected their decision to approve the disposal application. However, while-
this false statement was- not material or relevant to the NRC decision to

'

grant ' approval of the disposal application, it does raise concern that
: correspondence to the NRC is not receiving adequate review prior to sub-~

mittals. Licensee management acknowledged the inspector's concerns. The.,

inspector concluded that no violation had occurred.
,

11. -Posting, Labeling and Control-"

+

During tours of the facility, the inspectors reviewed posting of radio-
logical areas and labeling and control of radioactive material for compli-

: ance to 10 CFR 20, plant technical specification and licensee procedures. '

,

L a. During tours ~ of the radiation control area, the inspector identified
[ four large metal containers utilized for holding laundered protective

clothing (PC's). The PC's contain varying small amounts of contamina-
tion. The licensee does not control the amount of radioactive material
that can be placed in these containers. These boxes were not clearly
labeled as containing radioactive material as required by - 10 CFRL

!~ 20.203(f). This is a violation (50-261/84-10-04).

b. A trailer' posted with DOT " Radioactive" placards was parked inside the
plant protected area but outside the posted radiation control area.

;; .The trailer was not posted as a radiation area. Surveys by the
inspectors indicated general area radiation levels of 8 mr/hr at 18

! inches. Licensee surveys also showed'the area around the trailer to be
[ a radiation area. Licensee representatives stated that they realized
:

L

L *

1
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radiation (levels outside the trailer were greater than 5 mr/hr and
therefore met the definition of a radiation - area. Licensee personnel-
had interpreted 110 CFR 20.204(d), an exception to posting required by

~

10 CFR 20.203, to mean that no radiation area posting was required for
the trailer since it was placarded with DOT " Radioactive" placards.
The: inspector stated that 10 CFR 20.204(d) applies to radioactive
material ready for shipment. However, Once materials are received,,

' they 'are no longer in transport and the posting and labeling require-
ments of 10 CFR 20.203 are applicable. l.icense+ nertenn:1 :tstad that

!c the trailer had be.eo .cn -sife' for approximately one week. Failure to
' ~ 2- 4-"- - --p;;t the radiation area - around the trailer is a violation of 10 CFR ~

,
20.203(b)(50-261/84-10-04).

c. During tours of the radiation control area with licensee represen-
tatives, .the inspectors observed health physics coverage of work in _ i

1

progress. On one occasion, workers were -preparing to grind on piping
in a contaminated area. The inspector discussed the work and survey '

results with a contract radiation control technician at the job site.
The individual did not know contamination levels inside.the work area.'

However, he stated that the job was rework of a job performed earlier ;

in the week. He stated that no airborne contamination was found on the
j- job when performed previously. All personnel were in respirators. Thel
'

inspector raised concern to the licensee representative and plant
management that the radiation control technician did not appear to be

' prepared to cover the work as it started since he did not have an air
. sampler or protective clothing and a respirator with him in order to,

- enter with the workers to perform surveys. Subsequent surveys did not
indicate . that airborne contamination was created by the work. .,The
adequacy of radiation control job coverage will be reviewed during a
future inspection.

I

d. The inspector toured the dressout building with a licensee represen-
tative. The protective clothing now in use is of a ~ new design which
requires less taping and makes the donning and doffing of protective '

. clothing easier and faster with the apparent equal protection offered
by taping.

e. Radiation Area Posting

L .The inspector made independent surveys during tours of the radiation
control area (RCA). The licensee established the- radiation area

L posting, for all areas within the radiation control area, at the
entrances to the.RCA. The entrance to the RCA is in a separate building
from the auxiliary building and all other work areas inside the RCA.

'

Independent surveys indicated rooms in the auxiliary butiding such as
the gas analyzer room, boric acid evaporator room, and the spent-fuel-
pool heat exchanger room exhibit general area radiation levels greater
than 5 mr/hr. The spent fuel pool heat exchanger room had general area
radiation levels up to 50 mr/hr. None of these areas were posted as
radiation areas in accordance with 10 CFR 20.203(b). The inspector
informed the licensee that, unless most of the RCA was determined to

:

j 9. .
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qualify as a radiation area, the' failure to post individual radiation t

areas inside the RCA would be considered to be a violation of 10 CFR
20.203(b). The licensee must evaluate their RCA to determine if a

_ majority of the radiation control . area meets the definition of a
radiation area. Licensee management stated that they were .in the
process of making procedure changes which would result in posting
individual radiation areas within .the RCA. The inspector stated that
this item is unresolved pending completion of the above described
evaluation by the licensee (50-261/84-10-05).
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